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In 1963, following the dreadful consequences of giving

thalidomide to pregnant women, the UK Government set

up the Committee on Safety of Drugs, chaired by Sir

Derrick Dunlop. In May 1964, he wrote to all UK doctors

(a mammoth task with no information technology to sup-

port it) asking them to report ‘‘any untoward condition in a

patient that might [his italics] be the result of drug treat-

ment’’. He also promised that such reports ‘‘will be treated

with complete professional confidence’’ and ‘‘will never be

used for disciplinary purposes or for enquiries about pre-

scribing costs’’. The UK Medicines and Healthcare prod-

ucts Regulatory Agency has recently ‘celebrated’ the 50th

anniversary of what became known as the ‘Yellow Card

System’ for reporting suspected adverse reactions to

medicines. Professor David Finney (born January 1917)

was at that ‘celebration’ and he was a pioneer in statistical

approaches to assessing the reports, with his first paper in

the area being published in 1963. He also worked with the

WHO, where, in 1969, Patwary [1] wrote an internal report

(confidential at the time) that set out many of the statistical

principles in utilising these ‘spontaneous reporting’ data,

and these were clearly summarised by Finney [2]. The

ability to analyse all the reports was limited by the infor-

mation technology of the time, but more than 40 years on,

the situation has changed dramatically. The strictures on

confidentiality may have prevented independent

statisticians applying their minds to make best use of the

data but, worldwide, there is now much greater openness.

Most spontaneous reports are now entered into elec-

tronic databases and many countries and most large phar-

maceutical companies apply statistical methods to detect

possible signals of adverse drug reactions (ADRs). It is

widely acknowledged that signals produced from an auto-

mated system will need further assessment before being

more widely propagated as a ‘signal’ in the usual sense

used in pharmacovigilance; therefore, a signal detected

solely by using statistical methods is usually referred to as

a ‘signal of disproportionate reporting’ (SDR) [3, 4]. Many

also apply the term to vaccines and apply similar methods

to databases that contain reports of suspected adverse re-

actions to vaccines. There are a number of different sta-

tistical methods applied to this type of database, and there

have been a number of evaluations of the methods, usually

applied to a single database of spontaneous reports.

The paper by Candore et al. [5] is an evaluation of five

methods, different, to some degree, in principle, with

multiple cut-off criteria to define a ‘signal’, in seven dif-

ferent databases. The databases included specific compa-

nies, a specific country, and two international databases.

They are not totally independent sets of data since some

reports will appear in multiple databases. They have fo-

cussed on a subset of the possible SDRs and, in particular,

have chosen to examine a limited set of products, with 220

the maximum studied, but for which only two databases

had a complete set. Inevitably, the company databases are

limited to products marketed by the particular companies.

The SDRs produced by the different methods have been

evaluated as to whether they are a true positive or a false

positive, based on whether there is acceptance of the ad-

verse event being a true ADR by being included in product
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information for the drug. Of course this is not an absolute

standard, since knowledge of the truth is inevitably limited,

but is probably the best that can be done. It does mean there

are some limitations; therefore, some events will be clas-

sified as ADRs when they are not truly caused by the drug,

and some, not classified as ADRs, may actually be caused

by the drug but have not been accepted as causal. The

exclusion of products that have recently been marketed

minimises this latter risk.

The signals are assessed overall by the positive predic-

tive value (here called the ‘precision’), which is obviously

maximised by few false positives. The failure to detect a

signal for ADRs included in product information is mea-

sured by the sensitivity—the proportion of known ADRs for

which an SDR was reported at some stage. The authors use

these measures to reflect what is important to those de-

tecting signals for which there are two questions. First, does

the method find things that are, or turn out to be, genuine

ADRs (precision)? Second, does it do this without pro-

ducing many signals that are not true ADRs (sensitivity)?

The overall results make it clear that these questions are

answered somewhat positively; however, what determines

success is less the actual statistical method but rather the

choice of a cut-off point. Both the Bayesian methods (and

shrinkage applied to the reporting odds ratio) tested here

shrink the strength of a signal based on small numbers of

observations towards a null (no signal) value, while the

frequentist methods have cut-off values that take small

observed numbers into account, both directly by not

counting as a signal disproportionate values based on small

numbers and indirectly through the use of a confidence

interval or the essentially equivalent Chi-squared value.

Figure 6 in the study by Candore et al. [5] clearly shows

that varying the cut-off criteria can result in almost any

value of precision and sensitivity that can be obtained by

any method but using just a single method (proportional

reporting ratio in this case). There will be a penalty in some

instances in terms of having a longer delay in first detecting

an SDR with higher thresholds, but the converse is true in

that varying the criteria can obtain earlier detection if de-

sired, as shown in Fig. 7 of the study by Candore et al. [5].

The main lessons are that (1) the choice of a method

cannot be dictated universally but should be tailored to a

particular database and the use that is to be made of the

signals that are detected; and (2) the performance of all the

methods appears to decline as a product continues on the

market for a longer time. The first lesson is not very sur-

prising and has been suspected for some time. Each of the

methods, as the authors point out, is based on the same

data—the observed and expected being based on a simple

2 9 2 table. A method that uses differences rather than

ratios is available [6], but evaluation of that method has not

shown any particular advantage [7].

Where Do We Go from Here?

There is a possibility that new methods for use in sponta-

neous reporting databases might result in improved prop-

erties, but the gains are likely to be marginal. Information

theory tells us that the only way of improving false posi-

tives and false negatives simultaneously is to add extra

information. Whether adding extra data does improve

things, at least in terms of using stratification, still seems

controversial.

It is not clear that the hopes we had that electronic health

record databases would be a great deal better may not be

realised (see the special issue of Drug Safety regarding the

Observational Medical Outcomes Partnership [OMOP]

project [8]). Use of both spontaneous reporting and elec-

tronic health record databases may be the best way for-

ward. Allowing for a high false positive rate in spontaneous

reporting signals may not be a problem if they can be

rapidly checked in electronic health record databases. The

problem may be that the electronic health record databases

may not have enough exposure to new drugs, and the po-

tential 100 % coverage with spontaneous reports may

mean we will need to go on relying on them for some time

yet. We have not reached the end of the Yellow Card road,

and it seems the direction is the right one at the moment!
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